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Point Post
President’s Report
Liz Muir
Community is what makes our
club, and the Muir family have
contributed over the last 4 years
to help make it a better place for
all. Liz is as always living life to the
full even as she tackles radiation
and
another
round
of
chemotherapy. It is late in the
season for us to organize an event
so I ask you to contribute to us
being able to purchase a happy
memory for the Muir family.
Donations can be made directly
to:
BSB: 082207
Account
Number:
754144043
Account Name: North Ryde
Dockers AFL
Please include MUIR in the
reference section so we can direct
the sum of funds to them.
Thank you
Thanks to U13 who manned our
canteen for the last of this seasons
Independant Schools Comp.
Finals
Congratulations to U12 and U13 for
making the finals. Stay tuned to their
efforts and results.

Round 15, 2013
Gala Days for U9, U10, U11
U9 Pennant Hills
18 Aug
U10 North Ryde
25 Aug
U11 Baulkham Hills 25 Aug
More details to follow.
Football Jumpers belong to the club
For those in U9, U10, U11, U16, not
in finals or attending a Gala day,
please be prepared to hand
jumpers back to your manager at
the end of the next game.
Auskick
Naushad and his merry band of
coaches
will
have
Auskick
continuing for a few more weeks
during finals.
2014 recruitment
Anyone involved in a team that has
been trying to get numbers on the
field recognizes the need for early
recruitment. For those who know
they want to play again next year
we are offering to discount their
2014 membership. If you provide a
$50 deposit between now and
Presentation Day (Sep 8) we will
apply 2013 fees for the respective
age group you are entering. That
way you are assured a position in
the team and we know how many
we may need to recruit over
Summer ☺
– Thomas Jubb (0429 794 743)
President, North Ryde Dockers
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Keeping fit over summer

Presentation Day

Get ready for the next Footy
Season by having fun and keeping
active and fit at Ryde Little
Athletics!

The Dockers Presentation Day will be
on Sunday, September 8th from midmorning onwards. More details in
next weeks issue of Point Post!

It’s smart for footy players to do
other things in the summer to keep
up their fitness and have fun at the
same time. The best way to do this
is to join Ryde Little Athletics from
September through to the end of
March. Athletics helps you work on
your speed, strength, endurance
and jumping, all great skills for
next season on the footy field.
Little Athletics is a fun activity for
the whole family on Saturday
mornings at Ryde Little Athletics
Centre. Everyone can join.

Reports
We missed the Auskick report from
last week, and so start this issue
with that report.

How can I join up?
You can register any time online at
http://www.rydeathletics.org.au/content.asp?ID=11.
Our Pre-season Registration Day is
on 25th August 2013, at Dunbar
Park, Sobraon Road, Marsfield.
You can also register on any
Saturday morning from 7th
September 2013 at Dunbar Park.
Find out more at
www.ryde-athletics.org.au.
Trivia Question
This week’s question is: Who is
currently the tallest AFL player?
2
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Auskick Round 14
The sunny winter weather once
again encouraged the Auskickers to
kick the dew off the grass. More
than 20 children came along to
learn about and play AFL. The
‘Bring a friend, Take a Footy’
campaign worked well in its first
week with half a dozen first timers
showing up. These children walked
away with an Auskick football
which should remind them of the
club, encourage them to come back
soon and hopefully next season
too.
Auskick started off with a warm up
game of poison handball. It was
tough competition out there with
many Auskickers managing to avoid
the balls and avoid being
eliminated. There were a number
of close incidents where a TV
replay would have come in handy.
If only the FoxFooty crew were not

running late! Liam was the last
Auskicker standing and used his
pace, agility and tactics well.
After the warm up, a handball drill
was set up with many parents
assisting as coaches. A significant
amount of improvement has been
witnessed throughout the season
with several Auskickers showing
skills that will enable them to play
in U9s in 2014. A quick game of
‘Rob the nest’ followed to provide
some practice at picking the ball up
on the run. Our next activity
involved kicking. Eamon, Liam,
Jackson, Lachlan, Austin and Cosmo
demonstrated significant improvement over the last few weeks. Even
the smallest Auskickers, Noah and
Friyana, were punting like veterans.
Every week, the part the Auskickers
enjoy the most is game time,
where the skills are implemented
on the field of battle. The Red
team got out to a fast start with
Ryan, Will and Oliver contributing
strongly and Jeremy working
overtime in the backline for the
Black team. Eventually the tide
turned and the Black team had a
run of forays into their forward
third of the ground with Aarish
running into an open goal courtesy
of the hard work of team mates
Hugo and Harvey up the field. Well
played Auskickers!

Auskick Round 15
What a beautiful morning for
Auskick! The sun was so warm it
almost felt like summer. The best
part about the morning was that
the Auskickers turned out in force
with the icing on the cake being the
4 friends of Dockers coming along
for the first time. We had one of
our biggest sessions for the year
with 30 players participating.
Coach Daren suggested that the
group be divided by experience to
encourage
participation
and
enjoyment, which is what Auskick is
all about. We began the morning
with a handballing drill to improve
teamwork, running into space and
hitting a target. Both groups were
divided into teams with rules
similar to a game, other than kicks
and marks were non- existent. This
activity worked really well with the
Auskickers improving as the game
went on.
Liam, Leif and Cosmo performed
particularly well as did Jeremy,
Ryan and Charlie. Our second
activity was simulating game
conditions where 2 forwards picked
up a loose ball, worked as a team
with handballs whilst running
towards goal and tried to get past 2
defenders to kick a goal. This
activity was designed to simulate a
game situation and the players
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quickly adapated to something
new. Hugo, Ned, Lachlan, Luke and
Oliver were standouts in this drill.
As usual we finished off the Auskick
clinic with a game. The ground and
weather conditions were optimal
and enabled a free flowing game to
take place. The early pace was
frenetic with the ball flying up and
down the ground. There were a
few magic pieces of play
highlighting that some of the
Auskickers will be ready for
promotion in 2014. Some of the
foot passing was sight to behold
and one or two long shots on goal
would have done AFL players
proud. The better performers
during the game were Lachlan,
Austin, Will, Jackson and Aarish.
– Auskick Coaches
U9 Purple Round 15
Unfortunately only one game to go,
boo hoo! A beautiful sunny Sunday
morning and once again a great
game played by the boys. It was a
very even contest that went right
down to the final siren and had the
crowd right on the edge of their
seats.
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A BIG thank you to the Auskickers
that filled in and played so well for
us. They were fantastic and
involved in many of the great plays
of the day.
Again this week our endeavour to
get in and get the ball out of a
contest and on to a team mate was
fantastic. Kyeton and Henry were
very strong in this department.
Some great marking from Ben,
Grechy and Matthew B followed up
by great passing to team-mates
was a highlight. Hugh was strong
around the ground picking up many
possessions and passing to teammates every time.

One game to go, sadly, so let’s
make this week one to remember
and keep us keen for next year. Go
the Dockers!
– David Lugsdin
U9 White Round 15

Our kicking was awesome, with
some fantastic goals from big kicks
by James, Henry and Ben. Matthew
G was everywhere – taking marks,
hand-passing to team-mates, and
kicking long out of defence – and
played his best game of the year.

The defence was solid with Liam
and Josh leading the way on many
occasions. I remember one passage
of play started by Liam at fullback,
passing to Henry, who passed to
Matthew B who then passed to
James who went on to kick a great
team goal!

The sun was out again for the visit
of Westbrook Red to ELS Hall for
the penultimate round of the
Under 9 season. Both teams were
fielding under-strength sides due to
sickness and holidays, however
that did not detract from the
quality of the footy on display.
With only 11 a side there was
plenty of space available and
Westbrook made best use of it
through all four quarters with
clever leads, front marking and
supporting handballs. The Dockers
may have been chasing the ball and
their opponents most of the game,
however got on the scoreboard
early through smart work by Jack
notching up a major. With the
rotation of the team through the
quarters
everyone
got
an
opportunity to play in the three
zones and Cameron and Harrison
were standouts in defence when
called upon. Once again last ditch
goal-line defence was required to
thwart the well drilled Westbrook
outfit.
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Aarish and Matthew also chased
hard and got in many telling
tackles. Long clearing kicks from
the centre bounce had Dockers
under pressure in the backline all
through the game. When the boys
did get clean possession and
manage to channel the ball through
to the forwards Connor, Henry and
James worked hard to mark and
get hands on the ball, while also
applying pressure when chasing
down the Westbrook defense.

have been on top during the game,
their rousing rendition of the
Dockers song post match would
have woken many a sleeping
resident.
– Sean Cronin
U11 Purple Round 15
This weekend's game against the
Hornsby Eagles was played early,
but on a beautiful crisp morning in
good conditions. We started with
two players short due to the
absence of Sebastien and Rob
down with illness.
The first quarter got off to a good
start, with the Dockers guys kicking
a few early goals despite the team
not flowing as they normally do.
One positive was the efforts of
midfielders Fynn & Matt pushing
forward to take strong marks and
add to the scoreboard with nice
goals.

Alex, Ashton and Zach all had
plenty of touches in a free flowing
game, although it would be remiss
not to acknowledge the Bulldogs
who displayed an array of kicking
talent. While the Boys may not
6
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In the second quarter the Eagles
fought back and they kept the ball
in their attacking zone for much of
the quarter. Our defense, made up
of Jack, Luke, Lachie & Ned, did a
great job, but every time we got
the ball out of our back line the
Eagles, with a player sitting back
one kick, just sent it straight back
in. Still, the guys in defense were
noble and can feel good that for

two quarters running, they were
able to prevent a very strong
Hornsby from scoring a major.
The third quarter saw a re-shuffle,
where we moved some forwards
and midfielders around. Nick
provided some real drive, with Ned
& Harry creating some speed out of
the centre. This resulted in more
goals to our forwards and the
Dockers kicked away.
The final quarter saw the Eagles
come back to win the quarter by
kicking 3 goals to our 2, so it serves
as a warning for our Dockers that
we must stay focused on our skills
and keep up our efforts. With
Westbrook looming as our last
game of the year, this will provide a
great last round challenge and
hopefully see us playing our best
footy again.
Best for the day were Fynn, Nick &
Ned. Whilst it wasn't our best game
of footy, sometimes you have to
show real effort and fight out a
game all players did that.
– Kyle & Debbie
U11 White Round 15
Keen to continue last week's
winning ways we took the field
against
Kellyville/Rouse
Hill's
Devon Smith side with Will as

captain. The boys got off to a good
start with strong running, good
pressure in defense and good
combinations. Attempts at goal by
Rhys and Connor just missed in the
first quarter, but Henry's got
through for a 6 pointer.
In the second quarter more
excellent
combinations
and
support play resulted in goals to
Samuel G. As always Alex H was
tireless in defense and Joe also
always applies great pressure in
defense, usually ending up with a
few bruises for his efforts! The half
time coach's talk kept the team's
spirits high and the second half
was just as good as the first.
Will led the way with an awesome
3 goals, the other goal scorers were
Samuel G (2), Rhys (2), Henry,
Adam, Yianni and Mason. These
goals were all team efforts and
showed how well this team has
come together in the past few
weeks. The boys are having a great
time on the field and I doubt that
any other team sings the club song
quite so enthusiastically and loudly
as the U11 Whites! One game to go
and we are aiming for the winning
streak to continue.
– Liz Thomson
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U12 Round 15
How could the team top last week’s
inspiring victory? Beat Mosman
and book a spot in the finals, that’s
how – and without Super, Diesel
and Flipper in the side.
Every player stepped up, in one of
the best team performances of the
year. With Bomber and Dash
celebrating their 50th game
(actually a week or two ago), both
boys had days to remember. Dash
kicked 3 goals in a dominant power
forward display, while Bomber led
from the front, as usual. Signalling
that he was back to his best, Sticks
also bagged 3 goals at FF, with
Dougal looking to crumb anything
he missed.
Our U11 Purple contingent
continues to cause the opposition
problems with their run and attack
on the ball. We are not a tall side
and a special mention must go to
Bart for his effort rucking against
much taller opponents. Again, the
boys showed their character after
Mosman edged in front in the last
quarter, slamming on 2 quick goals
to earn victory. We can now look
forward to meeting Penno this
week and showing them the
Docker spirit.
Dockers 8.3=51 def Mosman 6.6=42
8
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Goals: Sticks (3), Dash (3), Nick (1),
Harry (1)
– Michael Hudson
U13 Round 15
After a few strong performances
the bye came at a bad time for the
Under 13's. Our first game back
after a weekend off was a little
scrappy. We played a very focused,
well organised and tall, Canada Bay
Cannons team. They flew out of the
blocks and had 4 goals on the
board by quarter time.
From quarter time the game turned
into a hard fought contest with
only three further goals kicked by
both teams. There were plenty of
rushed points and pressure on
kickers all over the ground. For the
Dockers, Oscar S had his best game
all year and was tireless in defense.
Rory B again put in a 100% nonstop
performance. Hirsty was everywhere and kicked our only goal of
the game. Emlyn E played a range
of positions all over the ground and
had an impact in every spot. Sam P
was tireless and off half back
Thomas S cleaned up danger very
well.
The final score was Canada Bay
Cannons 6.11=47 to the North Ryde
Dockers 1.6=12. Not our best
performance, although we will be

better for the run and be ready for
Kellyville next week in our final
home game of the season before
our finals campaign begins!
– Christopher Whitnall
U16 Round 15
The Dockers 9.9=63 went down to
East Sydney 12.11=83.
– Ian Whelan
Trivia answer
Currently, the tallest player is
Aaron Sandilands, who is 211 cm
tall, and who played for the
Fremantle Dockers since 2003. He
shares the record for the tallest
player ever with Peter Street, who
played for Geelong (2001—2003)
and Western Bulldogs (2004—
2008).
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